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This facebook page introduces latest
MiEV (Mitsubishi innovative Electric Vehicle) activities, hot news,
and voice from fans and owners. The MiEV supporters mark represents the fans 
who support and participate in MiEV activities, so join the club to be a part of 
the fun and excitement. Check us out on facebook on the right.

It is our duty to protect the environment. 
Mitsubishi Motors designs and produces high quality vehicles and components 
aiming to provide our customers with durable motor vehicles, and excellent 
services to maintain your vehicle in an optimum running condition. We have 
the highest respect for the environment and use materials which may be 
recycled and re-used after your Mitsubishi Motors vehicle has come to the 
end of its economical life. After a long working life we will take your vehicle 
back and recycle it in an environmentally friendly manner in accordance 
with the EU Directive on End-of-Life Vehicles and any applicable national 
statutory provisions.

All Mitsubishi Motors vehicles (up to 3.5t GVW) sold after 1st July 2002, will 
be taken back free of charge from the last owner, at one of the designated 
take back points, provided the vehicle contains all major components and is 
free of waste. From 1st January 2007, this applies to all Mitsubishi Motors 
vehicles irrespective of the sold date. A network of collection points is 

available to receive Mitsubishi Motors End-of-Life Vehicles, to ensure your 
vehicle will be recycled in an environmentally friendly manner. At the same 
time, the possibilities for the recycling of vehicles and vehicle components are 
continually being evaluated and improved, aiming to the achievement of even 
higher recycling percentages in the future.

The European End-of-Life Vehicles Directive and the free take back of End-
of-Life Vehicles are applicable in all European Union member states. The 
transposition of the End-of-Life Vehicles Directive into national law in each 
member state might not have been completed at the time of putting this 
publication to print.

Please refer to www.mitsubishi-motors-europe.com and select the web site of 
the Mitsubishi Motors service network in your country of residence, or call the 
National Mitsubishi Motors Customer Assistance Centre for further details.

RECYCLING OF OLD VEHICLES

OUTSTANDING AFTER SALES FOR CAREFREE MOTORING

Around 2,500 Mitsubishi Motors Authorised Service Points in Europe are 
committed to helping you wherever you are.

PROFESSIONAL SERVICING 
Even new cars require regular maintenance and servicing. Not just to 
guarantee your mobility, but also for the safety of you and your passengers. 
Trained professionals using specialist diagnostic equipment and original 
parts at your Mitsubishi Authorised Service Point are ready to oblige. You’ll 
be advised about the cost beforehand, so there will be no unpleasant 
surprises when you return to pick up your vehicle.

MITSUBISHI MOTORS GENUINE PARTS
Even the smallest technical faults can lead to accidents. Therefore, all 
Mitsubishi Motors Genuine Parts have been developed and tested to stringent 
quality standards. It is recommended to use Mitsubishi Motors Genuine Parts 
in order to maintain the safety and integrity of your vehicle and that of your 
passengers. Mitsubishi Motors Genuine Parts are available at all Mitsubishi 
Authorised Service Points. We are proud to regularly score top in After Sales 
quality surveys.

COMPREHENSIVE WARRANTY – OBVIOUSLY
All new Mitsubishi vehicles come standard with a comprehensive 3-year 
warranty or up to a maximum of 100,000 km (61,000 miles), whichever 
comes first. The anti-corrosion perforation warranty covers rusting through 
for the first 12 years, depending on the model you purchase. The reliability 
statistics for Mitsubishi vehicles are impeccable, but in the unlikely event that 
you do need help, we offer MAP.

MAP - FREE BREAKDOWN ASSISTANCE
In order to demonstrate our commitment to your 
mobility and the faith we have in the reliability of our 
vehicles, you will receive a free MAP card valid for 
three years with your new Mitsubishi. MAP stands for 
Mitsubishi Motors Assistance Package, and with the 
MAP card in your pocket, your mobility is guaranteed 

in more than 30 countries throughout Europe. Should you ever need 
assistance in the event of breakdown, accident, theft or vandalism – wherever 
you are, 24 hours a day, 7 days a week – just call the number on your card 
and the problem will be fixed on the spot. If it’s more serious, your car will be 
taken to the nearest Mitsubishi dealer and you’ll be offered services such as 
a hotel, continuation of journey, a replacement car and vehicle repatriation. 
And if you continue to have your vehicle serviced at a Mitsubishi Authorised 
Service Point after the first three years, your mobility will be guaranteed for an 
additional year or up to the next service interval (whichever comes first) until 
your vehicle is 10 years old.

DRIVESTYLE
Accessories by Mitsubishi Motors – everything’s got “Drivestyle”. They are the 
perfect products for your car’s individuality. It’s the style that goes with the 
sensation. Drivestyle is the individual enhancement of your Mitsubishi. It covers all 
your car care needs: from Wax Shampoo and Polish to Wheel Rim Gel, from 
Cockpit Lotion to Leather Treatment and from Insect Remover to Screen Wash – 
all have been produced using new ingredients designed specifically for your new 
Mitsubishi. They’ll ensure it looks, feels and smells brand new for years to come. 

Please ask your Mitsubishi Authorised Sales/Service Point for the Drivestyle Car 
Care brochure containing more detailed information.



A tough, reliable partner, L200 has always known how to work. Now arriving
with sophisticated sleek styling and a cool, comfortable interior, L200
shows it’s just as skilled at having fun. Whether you’re getting down to
work or getting away from it all, L200 will let you carry everything you need.

FOR WORK. FOR PLAY. FOR LIFE
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Muscular and tough. Mitsubishi propels the pickup to a whole new level in 
today’s image conscious world with a distinctive style that integrates quality
and reliability. Sweeping curves from nose to tail envelop the L200’s powerful, 
workman structure. 

A radically lower beltline means dynamic looks with high ground clearance
for all terrains. Large electric foldable door mirrors have been designed to
minimise drag while still offering the visibility you need when you have a full
load in the back. 

The L200 therefore is the embodiment of the Sports Utility Truck (SUT), 
combining the comfort and off-road prowess of a SUV with the tough working
and leisure characteristics of a true pickup.

DISCOVER THE GREAT OUTDOORS ANTI-TRAPPING BACK POWER WINDOW

The fully retractable back power window reduces wind 
buffeting at high speeds and improves ventilation in the cabin.  
Anti-trapping keeps the window from closing when there’s 
something in the way.
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THE JOY OF WIDE OPEN SPACES
Break out in style. Discover rolling landscapes, yawning valleys, tight mountain passes, crowded 
one-way streets, all in leg stretching comfort. The L200 Double Cab offers the most interior space in 
its class. The seating design and quality has been improved to ensure the driver and passengers a 
roomy, comfortable ride. 

In the rear, a generously sized centre armrest folds out revealing a handy dual cup holder. The L200 
has many additional practical features such as the flip-down sunglasses storage and door holder for 
one-litre bottles, meaning that whatever you might need on your journey, it’s never further than an 
out-stretched arm.

The two-door Club Cab also boasts a large, comfortable interior.  
It has two rear fold up jump seats, and a secret under-seat box for valuables - perfect for when you 
get the urge for a sudden adventure.

IT IS STILL A PICKUP
Make yourself comfortable. The L200 cockpit delivers optimum driving comfort and control. The interior 
reflects the dynamic exterior with a dash that houses stylish metallic panelling. Style doesn’t stifle 
practicality however. All of the L200’s on-board computer information is clearly displayed and simple to 
read. Also, within easy reach is the rear retractable window switch, and the 12v plug socket - handy for 
charging your mobile. Finally, add a soundtrack to your journeys via the CD/MP3 system, enjoyed 
through integrated door speakers.

MULTI-MODE CENTRE INFORMATION DISPLAY

Check all the essential information on the integrated on-board computer about your trip, plus a little 
extra: average speed, fuel economy, compass, a clock and external temperature are all here.

LINK SYSTEM

The Link system connects external devices with the vehicle’s systems. Devices connected to the 
USB port or via Bluetooth®, such as mobile phones or MP3 players, may be controlled via the 
on-board switch or by voice command. 
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CUT CORNERS IN HALF

The L200 has increased power, a hefty carrying capacity and large, spacious interior, and yet 
somehow Mitsubishi have managed to incorporate the L200 with the tightest turning radius in its 
class – just 5.9 metres. This is mainly due to a new rack & pinion steering system, which gives the 
driver significantly improved steering response, both on- and off-road. So now, even over demanding 
terrain and with a full payload, tight bends become little more than gentle exercise for your arms.

SAFE WHEN WET, DRY, LOW AND HIGH
The L200 offers class leading safety, highlighted by its being awarded 4 stars for Adult Occupant Protection in a 2008
Euro NCAP crash test*. It is the only pickup to feature the Active Stability & Traction Control system (ASTC). This state-of-the-art 
system independently brakes and distributes power to each individual wheel, so traction is maintained in tight corners or on 
muddy starts. Inside the cabin, a collapsible steering wheel, anti-intrusion brake pedal, front dual airbags with cut-off switch, 
side and curtain airbags ensure you are prepared for situations out of your immediate control. The completely redesigned 
Reinforced Impact Safety Evolution (RISE) ladder frame chassis offers improved rigidity and durability. Front crumple zones 
absorb collision energy, whilst reinforced supports maintain their structure, protecting passengers from any direct impact.
*Please refer for details to the result of the Mitsubishi L200 Double Cab 2.5 DI-D Intense models on the Euro NCAP homepage.

MULTI-MODE ABS WITH EBD

L200’s Anti-lock Braking System fitted with 
Electronic Brake-force Distribution ensures 
even, efficient distribution of braking power
to each wheel regardless of how many people
are travelling inside and whatever the cargo 
load and road surface. This provides you with 
maximised braking power and driving stability.

BRAKE ASSIST SYSTEM

During emergency stops, the Brake Assist Function delivers faster stopping power to help keep you safe from danger. 
When the brake pedal is pressed quickly, sensors detect the additional force and activate the Brake Assist system, 
which increases the force being applied to the brakes, enabling the car to stop as quickly as possible.

AIRBAGS

5.9m
TURNING RADIUS

REFINED SUSPENSION

The refined double A-arm front suspension creates better on- and off-road stability. It is coupled with 
a solid rear axle with multi-stage leaf springs that can take punishment from the road while 
supporting a heavy payload.  

A  Driver only with EBD

B  With Passengers and cargo with EBD

C  With Passengers and cargo without EBD

Complete stop Apply brakes

Complete stop Apply brakes

Complete stop Apply brakes
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ACTIVE STABILITY & TRACTION CONTROL

Active Stability & Traction Control is a 
system that independently regulates 
braking force to the wheels during 
cornering to ensure excellent vehicle 
stability when needed. It also allows 
the L200 to maintain optimum traction 
in all conditions, on- and off-road. It 
prevents tyre spin on slippery surfaces 
and minimises the risk of drift caused 
by over-accelerating into corners.

C/D LOCK

C/D LOCK

C/D LOCK

C/D LOCK

4HLC (4WD HIGH RANGE WITH 
LOCKED CENTRE 
DIFFERENTIAL)

By equally distributing power 
between front and rear wheels, 
this mode can easily push you 
through rugged terrain with 
low-grip surfaces.
4LLC (4WD LOW RANGE WITH 
LOCKED CENTRE DIFFERENTIAL

The lower gear ratio maximises 
low-end power for climbing steep 
inclines or for getting you out of sticky 
situations like mud and deep snow.

2H (2WD HIGH RANGE)

Ideal for city and highway driving, 
this rear-wheel drive mode offers an 
extremely quiet ride with smooth 
on-road performance.

4H (4WD HIGH RANGE)

4WD control with the flexibility of a 
centre differential with VCU, gives 
ready traction on changing road 
conditions or surfaces. Normally 
operating with a 50:50 torque split,
it can adjust in response to wheel-slip.

At the heart of the L200’s drive is its wicked sense of adventure. Pile in friends and surfboards at the first signs of a sudden gust of wind, or 
simply set off and explore. The L200 offers a seriously advanced full-time 4WD package, designed to handle every surface condition or 
testing terrain you might encounter. The Super Select 4WD system allows you to shift from 2- to 4-wheel drive at speeds up to 100km/h, and 
when things get really rough, the centre differential can be locked to deliver full torque to every wheel. Its unique Super Select 4WD system 
makes the L200 the only pickup that enables you to drive in 4 wheel drive mode at any speed, on any surface, anywhere.

SUPER SELECT 4WD

On top of this there is the option of electronically 
controlled 5-speed automatic transmission with 
Sports Mode for smoother, quieter transmission 
control and optimised reliability.

POWER COMES WITH RESPONSIBILITY
There are two engines to choose from. 
The advanced Medium Power 
136PS/314Nm 2.5 litre DI-D engine or 
the High Power engine. This 
Mitsubishi 2.5 litre Common Rail DI-D 
engine boasts increased power and 
torque of 178PS/400Nm. 
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The L200 has a one-tonne payload, 2.7 tonne towing capacity and space
to comfortably slot a standard Euro size palette. And yet it boasts the most 
compact exterior dimensions in its class giving exceptional manoeuvrability
and easy parking. 

The bed is constructed from double-walled galvanized steel, and 12 year 
anti-corrosion rust proofing ensures the L200 will be up to the job for years
to come, no matter how hard you push it.

FOR EVERYTHING YOU THROW AT IT AND IN IT
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CHOOSING THE EQUIPMENT LEVEL CHOOSING THE EQUIPMENT LEVEL

CLUB CAB
INVITE

DOUBLE CAB   
INVITE HR 
(2WD)

CLUB CAB   
INTENSE

DOUBLE CAB   
INVITE

Key features
 •   Height adjustable driver’s seat
 •   Easy entry passenger seat 
 •   ABS with Electronic Brake-force 
Distribution (EBD)

 •   Rear differential lock
 •   Power windows
 •  Keyless entry system
 • Chrome door handles
 •   Chrome electronically controlled 
power door mirrors with defoggers

 • Reflector type Fr fog lamp
 • Side steps with bed-end protector 
(colour-keyed)

Key features
 • Height adjustable driver’s seat
 •   ABS with Electronic Brake-force 
Distribution (EBD)

 • Chrome inner door handles
 •  Power windows
 • Keyless entry system
 • Shift lock with key interlock (AT only)
 •  Chrome electronically controlled power 
door mirrors with defoggers

 • Reflector type Fr fog lamp
 • Side steps with bed-end protector 
(colour-keyed)

 • 16” alloy wheels
 • Wide fenders

Key features
(in addition to Club Cab Invite)
 • Super Select 4WD
 • Multi-mode centre information display
 •  Automatic controlled air conditioner
 • Rear privacy glass
 • Available side airbags
 •  Cruise Control 
 •  Chrome electronically controlled 
power door mirrors with side turn 
lamps, folding function and defoggers
 • Wide fenders
 • 17” alloy wheels

Key features
 • Height adjustable driver’s seat
 •  ABS with Electronic Brake-force 
Distribution (EBD)

 •  Rear differential lock
 •  Power windows
 •  Keyless entry system
 • Shift lock with key interlock (AT only)
 •  Chrome electronically controlled power 
door mirrors with defoggers

 • Reflector type Fr fog lamp
 • Side steps with bed-end protector 
(colour-keyed)
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The colours and materials shown are approximate and may differ slightly from the actual colours.
 Available    - Not available    (M) Metallic    (P) Pearl/Mica    (S) Solid

CHOOSING THE EQUIPMENT LEVEL CHOOSING THE EXTERIOR COLOUR AND SEAT MATERIAL

Model   Club Cab     Double Cab

   INVITE  INTENSE  INVITE  INTENSE  INSTYLE

Interior Trim  Black and Grey  Black and Grey  Black and Grey  Black and Grey  Black and Grey

Exterior Colour 
1 Cosmos Black (P) X08         
2 Titanium Grey (M) U17         
3 Starlight Silver (M) A66         
4 Polar White (S) W32         
5 Aztec Red (S) R59         
6 Granite Brown (M) C06 -    –    
7 Sapphire Blue (P) T64         
 
Seats  Grey Knit  Black/Silver Knit  Grey Knit  Black/Silver Knit  Black Leather
         
Door Trim  Grey Resin  Grey Resin  Grey Resin  Grey Resin  Grey Resin

DOUBLE CAB   
INTENSE

DOUBLE CAB   
INSTYLE

Key features 
(in addition to Double Cab Invite)
 •  High grade fabric seats
 •  Rear privacy glass
 •  Super Select 4WD
 • Multi-mode centre information display
 • Chrome electronically controlled 
power door mirrors with side turn 
lamps, folding function and defoggers 

 •  Wide fenders
 • 16” alloy wheels

Key features
(in addition to Double Cab Intense)
 •  Leather seats with seat heaters and 
power adjustment 

 •  INVECS-II 5-speed automatic 
transmission with Sports Mode

 •  Shift lock with key interlock
 • 17” alloy wheels

Grey Knit Black/Silver Knit Black Leather

Sapphire Blue (P)Granite Brown (M)Aztec Red (S)

Starlight Silver (M)Titanium Grey (M)Cosmos Black (P) Polar White (S)
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STANDARD EQUIPMENT STANDARD EQUIPMENT

Model   Club Cab   Double Cab 
  INVITE  INTENSE  INVITE*1 INTENSE INSTYLE 

Interior Back-lit combination meter cluster with garnish   -  - -
 Back-lit combination meter cluster with direct light  

-   -  
 garnish and rheostat  

 
    

 Speedometer      
 Multi-mode center  information display -   -  
 Door ajar warning lamp and warning buzzer      
 4WD indicator    *2  
 Digital quartz clock on headlining   -  - -  
 Inner door handles (colour-keyed) -  - - - -
 Chrome inside door handle      
 Silver colour front door power window switch panels -   - - -
 Silver colour front and rear door power window switch panels -  - -  
 Coat hanger (rear, driver’s side)      
 Assist grip x3       
 Sunvisor x2 with ticket holder (driver’s side) and 

     
 vanity mirror with lid (passenger’s side) 
 Driver’s side heel pad      
 Leather (black) wrapped steering wheel with black stitching -   -  
 Leather (black) gear-shift knob and transfer lever 

-   -    
 

 with black stitching

Comfort Sport mode AT shifter -  - *3 - *3

 Power steering (rack and pinion)      
 Tilt steering column      
 Fuel filler lid locking system with fuel lid opener      
 12V power outlet in centre console x1      
 Cup holder for front seat x2      
 Centre panel with down light      
 Can type ashtray      
 Cigarette lighter on instrument panel        
 Front door pockets on both sides and bottle holder      
 Rear door trim with bottle holder -  -   
 Convenience hook (driver’s and passenger’s side)        
 Seatback pocket (passenger’s side) -  -   
 Rear centre armrest with cup holder -  -     
 Anti-trapping power windows (front and rear) and door courtesy lights        
 Manually controlled air-conditioner   -  - -  
 Automatically controlled air-conditioner (climate control) –   -    
 Rear heater ducts (for 2nd row seats) -  -   
 Cruise control  –   -  
 Central door locking system      
 Back retractable anti-trapping power window -  - -  
 Room lamp with map lamp and sunglass pocket -     
 Keyless entry system (2 transmitters)      

Audio and Audio pre-kit for radio (2 speakers)   - - - -
Communication Audio pre-kit for radio (4 speakers) -  -  - -
 2 speakers with 2 tweeters (total 4 speakers) ○   - - -
 4 speakers with 2 tweeters (total 6 speakers) -  - ○    
 1 DIN LW/MW/FM CD radio + MP3 function + audio jack -  ○ - ○ ○
 Wide 2 DIN AM/FM radio + CD/MP3 audio + audio Jack -  - - ○ ○
 Wide 2 DIN (LW/NW/FM, CD, SD, MP3, SD navigation system)   -  ○ - ○ ○
 Link System (hands-free telephone system with USB port) -  ○ - ○ ○

Light and Twin type projector headlamps      
Visibility Clear halogen headlamps      
  Rear fog lamp (driver’s side)      -  
 Day-night rearview mirror        
 Room lamp      
 Door courtesy lamps (all doors) -   -    
 Front fog lamps       

Model   Club Cab   Double Cab 
  INVITE  INTENSE  INVITE*1 INTENSE INSTYLE 

Safety and Front wheel disc brake 16"       
Security  Rear wheel drum brake 11.6" (LT)      
 Collapsible steering column       
 Shift lock with key interlock (AT only) -  -  -  
 Immobiliser       
 Headlamp levelling device      
 Front doors with impact bars    - - - 
 Front and rear doors with impact bars -  -    
 Rear window defogger with timer function       
 Rain and dusk sensor -  - - - 
 High-mount stop lamp on rear gate       
 Airbags (driver’s and front passenger’s side) with cut off switch 

      
 on passenger’s side
 Side and curtain airbags -   -  
 Dual horn       
 Child proof door locking system -  -    
 3-point front seatbelt with ELR x2       
 Front seatbelt pretensioner and force limiter       
 Height-adjustable seatbelt anchor       
 Attachment for ISO-FIX + tether anchor -  -   
 Rear outboard 3 point ELR/ALR seatbelt x2 -  -   
 Rear 3-point centre ELR seatbelt x1 -  -   
 Rear 3-point ELR seatbelt x2    - - -
 ABS (Anti-lock Braking System) with EBD 

○  ○ ○ ○ ○
 (Electronic Brake-force Distribution) and failure indicator
 Active stability and traction control (ASTC) with Brake Assist ○  ○ ○ ○ ○  

Exterior Steel wheel 205/80R16 RF tyres and steel spare tyre    -  - -  
 Alloy wheels 16 inch, tyres 245/70R/16 (12-spoke) -     - / *4  
 Alloy wheels 17 inch, tyres 245/65R17 (12-spoke)  -  ○ - ○ ○
 Chrome grille      
 Bumper mounted front fog lamps -   -  
 Chrome outer door handles -   -  
 Black outer door handles   -  - -
 Chrome electronically controlled power door mirrors with side turn lamps,  

-   -  
  

 folding function and defoggers
 Manual door mirrors in black with convex glass (both sides)   -  - - 
 Wide fenders (colour-keyed) -     - / *4  
 Wheel centre caps for light alloy wheels -   -  
 Front variable intermittent wipers and washers      
 Front bumper (colour-keyed)      
 Front skid plate      
 Scuff plate      
 Green laminated windshield glass      
 Green tempered window glass      
 Colour-keyed "one-touch” rear gate handle       
 Centre roof antenna      
 Privacy glass (rear door, quarter window) -   -  
 Side steps with bed-end protector (colour-keyed)     - -
 Tube shaped side steps with bed-end protector (colour-keyed) -  - -  
 Higher modified load bed    - - -
 Extended cargo bed -  -   
 Bar-type outer hooks -  -  - -
 Rear step bumper with brushed rear end sill -   -   

Interior Sports type 4-spoke airbag steering wheel   -  - -
 Leather-wrapped 3-spoke steering wheel with audio control and  

-   -  
 cruise control 
 Silver colour centre dashboard board panel -   -  
 Glove box with key cylinder and illumination      
 Ignition key cylinder with illumination      
 Accessory parcel box (1.5DIN) with lid   -  - -
 Large-type floor console with lid      
 Front console with silver lid -   *3  

  Standard     - Not available     *1 Includes Hi-rider *2 Not available for Hi-rider *3 AT model only *4 Hi-rider only
○ Optional 

  Standard     - Not available     *1 Includes Hi-rider *2 Not available for Hi-rider *3 AT model only *4 Hi-rider only
○ Optional 
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Club Cab Double Cab

All measurements in millimetres             *1With rear bumper   *2 With rear guard frame

() Wide-fender type (INTENSE)

All measurements in millimetres       *1 With rear bumper   *2 With extended cargo bed

*3 With rear bumper and extended cargo bed

() Wide-fender type (INTENSE/INSTYLE)

5
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TECHNICAL SPECIFICATIONS EQUIPMENT HIGHLIGHTS

EQUIPMENT HIGHLIGHTS

 Available        - Not available            
*1 DI-D (Direct Injection Diesel)        *2 Acceleration, fuel consumption, CO2 and kerb weight values vary depending on equipment level        *3 Measured by Mitsubishi Motors Corporation
*4 With rear step bumper and extended cargo bed (Double Cab)        *5 Without rear step bumper, rear under guard bar(4WD) and extended cargo bed (Double Cab)

2.5 litre Intercooled
Turbocharged DI-D*
High Power engine

5-speed Manual
5-speed Automatic
with Sports mode

-
-

-
-
-

131 / 3,750
400/2,000-2,850(5MT)
350/1,800-3,500(5AT)

Single dry plate (5MT)
Torque converter (5AT)

4.313 (5MT)
3.789 (5AT)
2.330 (5MT)
2.057 (5AT)
1.436 (5MT)
1.421 (5AT)

0.788 (5MT)
0.731 (5AT)
4.220 (5MT)
3.865 (5AT)

12.1 (5MT) / 13.0 (5AT)
179 (5MT) / 175 (5AT)

9.1/9.2 (5MT)
10.2/10.6 (5AT)
7.0/7.2 (5MT)
7.6/7.9 (5AT)
7.7/7.9 (5MT)
 8.5/8.8 (5AT)
204/208 (5MT)
225/233 (5AT)

1,890 (5MT)
1,905 (5AT)

825-960 (5MT)
825-945 (5AT)

26.7°(5MT)/25.9°(5AT)

 

2.5 litre Intercooled
Turbocharged DI-D*
Medium Power engine

5-speed Manual

-
-

-
-

-

Single dry plate

4.313

2.330

1.436

0.788

4.220

14.0
167

8.9/9.1/9.2

6.8/7.0/7.2

7.5/7.7/7.9

199/204/208

1,880

825-970

26.7°

2.5 litre Intercooled
Turbocharged DI-D*
Medium Power engine

5-speed Manual
4-speed Automatic
with Sports mode

-
-

-

-
-

100 (136) / 4,000
314/1,500-2,680 

-
-

8.7/8.9/9.1 (5MT)
10.2/10.5 (4AT)

6.7/6.8/7.0 (5MT)
7.4/7.6 (4AT)

7.4/7.5/7.7 (5MT)
8.4/8.6 (4AT)

195/199/204 (5MT)
222/227 (4AT)

1,730 (5MT)
1,745 (4AT)

2,800
965-1,070 (5MT)
950-1,055 (4AT)

33.0°
24.8°
26.1°
20.6°
27.0°
205

2.5 litre Intercooled
Turbocharged DI-D*
Medium Power engine

5-speed Manual
4-speed Automatic
with Sports mode

-
-

-
-
-

8.9/9.1/9.2 (5MT)
10.2/10.5/10.8 (4AT)
6.8/7.0/7.2 (5MT)
7.4/7.6/7.8 (4AT)
7.5/7.7/7.9 (5MT)
8.4/8.6/8.9 (4AT)

199/204/208 (5MT)
222/227/234 (4AT)

1,870 (5MT)
1,860 (4AT)

850-980 (5MT)
860-990 (4AT)

32.7°
24.4°

26.3°(5MT)/25.5°(4AT)
20.7°
24.7°
200

2.5 litre Intercooled
Turbocharged DI-D*
High Power engine

5-speed Manual

-

-
-
-
-

131 (178) / 3,750
400 / 2,000-2,850

1.000
1.900

12.1
179

1,820

2,850
945-1,035

33.4°
24.7°
26.7°
21.8°
24.6°
205

2.5 litre Intercooled
Turbocharged DI-D*
Medium Power engine

5-speed Manual

-

-
-
-
-

100 (136) / 4,000
314/1,500-2,680

14.0
167

1,800

950-1,050

32.7°
24.4°
26.3°
21.7°
24.4°
200

Club Cab 
 INVITE
 INTENSE
Double Cab
  INVITE
  INVITE (HIGH RIDER)
 INTENSE
 INSTYLE
Engine
Type
Emission level
Total displacement
Max. output (EEC net) 
Max. torque (EEC net)

Fuel system
Fuel type
Fuel tank capacity

Transmission
Clutch

Gear ratio
 1st

 2nd

  3rd

  4th
 5th

 Reverse

 Transfer gear ratio - High
 Transfer gear ratio - Low
 Final

Performance
Acceleration*2 (0-100 km/h) 
Max speed*3 
Fuel economy (1,999/100/EG)*3

   Urban

 Extra urban

 Combined

CO2*
2  Combined

Towing capacity with brake
Towing capacity without brake

Suspension
Front
Rear

Brakes
Front
Rear

Loads
Kerb weight*2

Gross vehicle weight
Payload*2 

Off road driving
Approach angle
Ramp break-over angle (with side steps)
Ramp break-over angle (without side steps)
Departure angle*4

Departure angle*5

Minimum ground clearance 

cc
kW (PS)/rpm

Nm/rpm

lit

sec
km/h

lit/100 km

lit/100 km

lit/100 km

g/km

kg
kg

kg

kg
kg

degrees
degrees
degrees
degrees
degrees

mm

1. Multi-mode center information display                                       
(on-board computer with 1 DIN LCD display)

2. Cruise control
3. Back retractable anti-trapping power window
4. Sunglass pocket
5. Automatically controlled air-conditioner (climate control)
6. Front fog lamps

7. Chrome electronically controlled power door mirrors with side turn 
lamps, folding function and defoggers

8. 17” alloy wheels (12-spoke)  
9. High-mount stop lamp

10. Rear step bumper with brushed rear end sill
11. Tube shaped side steps with bed-end protector (colour-keyed)
12. Power tilt and sliding sunroof with anti-trapping function
13. Front, side and curtain airbags

Single dry plate

4.313

2.330

1.436

1.000
0.788

4.220

8.9/9.1

6.8/7.0

7.5/7.7

199/204

1.000

1.000
1.900

2,850

33.4°
23.3°

20.0°
24.9°
205

2.5 litre Common-rail Intercooled Turbocharged DI-D*1
Euro5b
2,477

Diesel fuel (DIN EN 590)
75

Single dry plate (5MT) / Torque converter (4AT)

4.313 (5MT)
2.842 (4AT)
2.330 (5MT)
1.495 (4AT)
1.436 (5MT)
1.000 (4AT)

1.000 (5MT) / 0.731 (4AT)
0.788 (5MT)

- (4AT)
4.220 (5MT)
2.720 (4AT)

3.917

14.0 (5MT) / 16.4 (4AT)
167 (5MT) / 166 (4AT)

2,700
750

Independent-wishbone, coil springs
Rigid, elliptic leaf springs, above axle type

16 ventilated discs
11.6 leading & trailing drums
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